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Intel Confidential – Q1 2010 Earnings Q&A Rev.3 

 

 

First quarter (Q1 ’10) financial results: 

 

 

Q1: What drove the significant revenue upside this quarter relative to expectations? 

A1: The upside was due to a richer mix within mobile and desktop Core products and greater than 

expected PC volume growth. 

 

Q2: There are concerns of component suppliers overbuilding relative to OEM shipments.  Are 

there any signs of double ordering in your customer base? 

 A2: Not really, overall inventory levels remain within normal operating ranges. 

 

Q3: What were the drivers of your sequential gross margin change relative to the fourth 

quarter? 

A3: Gross margin was down sequentially due to higher platform unit costs associated with the ramp 

of the 32nm process, and lower CPU volume, partially offset by higher CPU ASPs. 

 

Q4: Why was your gross margin better than your previous outlook? 

A4: Gross margin was better than our outlook due to higher platform ASPs due to an increased mix 

of new Core products, higher CPU volume, and lower start-up costs. 

 

Q5: What drove the strength in average selling prices (ASPs) for the quarter?   

A5: Strength was mainly driven by increased volume shipments of our new Core mobile products 

(Arrandale). 

 

Q6: Server sales have been good, even in the economic downturn.  Why was revenue in the Data 

Center Group down this quarter?  

A6: Data Center Group revenue was down seasonally from a very strong fourth quarter.  We continue 

to see strong demand for our Nehalem based products. 

 

Q7: Was the strength you saw in the quarter driven by better corporate client demand?  

A7: We’ve seen some improvement in sales to corporate customers.  

 

Q8: Why are sales of Intel Atom processors and chipsets down 19 percent sequentially, after 

growing almost every quarter since introduction? 

A8: The decline was primarily due to inventory reductions after a strong consumer-driven fourth 

quarter.  Netbooks have been the fastest growing product segment and are expected to grow 

significantly relative to 2009.  

 

Q9: Why did all the geographies perform better than seasonal except the Americas region? 

A9: The Americas experienced a larger than seasonal revenue decline after a strong fourth quarter. 

 

Q10:   Have you seen a shortage of any key components in the PC supply chain this quarter? 

A10:   We have seen some shortages of memory and hard drives, but in general the supply chain appears 

to be healthy. 
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Second quarter (Q2’10) & Full Year ’10 financial outlook 

 

 

Q11: Do you still expect your business to be seasonal in the second half of 2010?   

A11: We are not commenting on second half revenue expectations, but we are confident in our product 

portfolio and the demand drivers for the PC market segment.  (Update with PSO input) 

 

Q12: Your revised full year gross margin forecast implies an increase in the second half of the 

year.  How much should we expect to see them increase?   

A12: Remember, we are forecasting one of the best full year outlooks in our history.  And, while we 

are not providing a forecast for second half gross margins, we anticipate they will increase in the 

second half of the year. 

 

Q13: Given your revised outlook for annual gross margins, do you still believe that your normal 

range for gross margins to be between 50-60 percent? 

A13: We’re very pleased with our progress for 2010, but we are not providing a forecast for long-term 

gross margins.  We’ll discuss the long-term business drivers at our upcoming investor meeting in 

May. 

 

Q14: What is driving the projected increase in second quarter gross margin?   

A14: We are expecting improvements in platform unit costs with some offset by lower platform 

average selling prices and fewer sales of previously written-off inventory. 

 

Q15: What is driving the projected increase in full-year gross margin?   

A15: Our revised outlook for 2010 gross margin includes an expectation for some increase in average 

selling prices, lower unit costs, and higher sales volume. 

 

Q16: Why are you raising full year spending several hundred million dollars? 

A16: One half of the increase is due to revenue and profit dependent spending.  We expect incremental 

investments of $150M primarily in R&D programs.  In addition, the redesign of some customer 

programs will result in a $100M increase in marketing spending. 

 

Q17: What are your assumptions about the corporate refresh for the rest of the year? 

A17: We see I.T. managers adopting Nehalem for their data centers and an improvement in sales to 

corporate clients. 

 

Q18: Some PC supply chain players are concerned that the above seasonal first half could lead to 

a below seasonal second half of the year.  Are you concerned that some demand is being 

pulled into the first half? 

A18: Forecasting demand is never an exact science, but we remain confident in the fundamental 

drivers of PC demand for the rest of the year. 

 

Q19: Your original guidance for full year gross margins included an expectation for ASPs to 

decline.  After two quarters of average selling price increases, is your forecast different 

now? 

A19: Average selling prices benefited from a richer mix of the new Core products, but we expect 

lower average selling prices with a more normal mix of the product stack as the year progresses. 
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Q20: AMD’s new 12-core processors are showing good performance at aggressive price points.  

Will this impact your server business momentum?   

A20: The server market is a segment that demands more and more performance with an increasing 

emphasis on power efficiency.  Nehalem products consistently outperform competitive offerings 

across a wide range of benchmarks and the market acceptance of Nehalem is outstanding. 

 

Q21: Will the Healthcare Reform Bill impact your expenses? 

A21:  We are still assessing the long-term impacts.  We do not expect any impact to our forecast for 

2010.  

 

Product focused questions 

 

 

Q22: The Apple iPad is generating a lot of interest in tablets.  Will Intel play in that segment?   

A22: Yes.  We expect tablets based on the Intel Atom processor to be available in the second half of 

2010 which will offer rich media capabilities, multitasking, and a full internet experience on a 

variety of operating systems. 

 

Q23: There is speculation that the iPad and tablet devices will impact Netbook demand.  Given 

the decrease in Intel Atom microprocessor and chipset revenue, will tablets impact the 

Netbook market? 

A23: OEMs have just begun to ramp with tablet form factors and it’s too early to size this market 

segment.  Netbooks were one of the fastest ramping consumer products ever and have been 

firmly established as a new category, with expected volumes in the tens of millions of units this 

year.  

 

Q24:    What is the status of the Ultra-Thin mobile product ramp?  We’ve heard that you are 

pulling back from CULV or pushing out launch dates.  Is that true? 

A24:    While volumes have ramped slower than we originally expected, our product launch plans 

remain unchanged, with a series of new skus available this summer for which we have more than 

35 design wins. We remain optimistic about the long-term prospects of the Ultra-thin product 

category. 

 

Q25:   Are you concerned about the impact of pricing AMD released with their new server 

product on your new Xeon 7500 ramp?  Will their aggressive pricing cause you to have to 

readjust your price expectations for your server segment for the rest of the year? 

A25:    The server market is a segment that demands more and more performance with an increasing 

emphasis on power efficiency.  Nehalem products consistently outperform competitive offerings 

across a wide range of benchmarks and the market acceptance of Nehalem is outstanding. 

 

Q26: Can you provide a status update on Larrabee?   

A26: As was reported in December, Larrabee silicon and software development are behind where we 

had hoped to be at this point in the project. As a result, our first Larrabee product will not be 

launched as a standalone discrete graphics product, but rather will be used as a software 

development platform for both graphics and high-performance computing.  We expect to provide 

more information on the program later this year. 
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Q27:    When will MeeGo be shipping in products? 

A27:     MeeGo software will be available in the second quarter and in several products in the second 

half of 2010.   

 

Q28:    Will MeeGo support architectures other than IA, like ARM? 

A28:    Yes, MeeGo will support multiple hardware platforms.  That said, we will remain focused on 

delivering optimized MeeGo solutions for Intel® Atom™ processor-based devices. 

 

Q29:  When will you have SSDs shipping to enterprise customers? 

A29:  We have been shipping our SSDs into enterprise customers since Q4’08. Intel SSDs are being 

used for performance and storage applications in servers, workstations, and datacenters. In fact, 

one of our largest volume SSD customers uses Intel’s “Mainstream” multi-level cell SSDs in their 

internet protocol data center (IPDC) solutions. 

 

Q30: When will Moorestown launch?  Are there other customers beyond LG Electronics? 

A30: “Moorestown” is on track for introduction during the first half of this year. We are working with a 

number of customers including LG-E, and on smart phone and tablet reference designs from Aava 

Mobile and Open Peak, respectively.  Last month, Open Peak and AT&T also announced a 

Moorestown-based tablet, which the companies expect to be available in late 2010. 

 

Q31:  How is the 32nm ramp and is Intel meeting demand?   

A31:    The 32nm technology is very healthy.  As we have seen with many new product introductions, 

demand can outpace supply.  We expect a better demand/supply balance in the second half of the 

year.  

 

Q32:  When do you expect cross-over of 32nm to take place? 

A32:  Our 32nm process is ramping ahead of schedule.  We’ll provide a more detailed update at the May 

analyst meeting. 

 

Q33:  Are you concerned about DRAM capacity and is there enough capacity to support your 

volume expectations for the year? 

A33: No, we watch the component supply chain carefully and are not forecasting a shortage in DRAM. 

 

Q34:  Will Intel participate in the build-out of the Singapore NAND Flash fab with Micron? 

A34:  Intel and Micron have begun startup activities of the Singapore IMFS facility with initial 

production expected 2011.   Intel’s future investment levels are still being evaluated. 
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Environmental & Competitive Questions 

 

Q35: Can you provide an update on the Nvidia chipset license lawsuit?  

A35: Discovery is continuing and we are scheduled for trial in August.  This is a trial in Chancery 

Court in Delaware before a judge. 

 

Q36: Can you comment on the status and next steps for the FTC lawsuit? 

A36: We are on a very fast track with discovery and preparations for a hearing before an 

Administrative Law Judge which is scheduled to begin on September 15th.    

 

Q37: Do you have an update on the NY Attorney General’s complaint? 

A37: We don’t have anything new to report.  There has not been a scheduling conference as the Judge 

in the case in Federal Court has announced his intention to retire. 

 

Q38: Can you comment on the reports of your work with Google and Sony? 

A38: Consumer Electronics is a key growth area for Intel.  We have been talking openly about plans to 

extend our popular Intel® Atom™ chip family beyond netbooks and smartphones into a variety 

of intelligent devices, including Internet connected TVs, Blu-ray players, set-top boxes and other 

Internet-connected CE devices.  That said, we don’t comment on rumor or speculation. 

 

Q39:  Can you provide an update on the status of porting the Intel Atom processor to TSMC?  Is 

this project cancelled? 

A39:  Intel and TSMC relations remain strong. The two companies continue to evaluate our options for 

future work together but don’t have immediate plans to bring products to market based on the 

Intel® Atom™ processor.  (If pressed – we could not find the sweet spot of design, engineering 

and customer demand to deliver a product in the short term). 


